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With the construction of Carrier Battle Group in recent years, the demand of 
carrier-based UAV has been increasing, and the carrier-landing technology becomes 
more important. This paper takes this as the background and aims at the task of the 
2nd International UAV Innovation Grand Prix, research about guidance and control of 
moving landing is carried out. To ensure the flight safety, unpowered autonomous 
landing technique has been discussed at the end of this paper. Conclusively, the main 
work of this paper is described below. 
The platform formed by test UAV and flight control system is described. The 
UAV’s dynamic mathematical model of six degrees of freedom has been built, which 
are of great importance of control law design and flight simulation. Aiming at the goal 
of high accurate landing, aerodynamic parameter identification technique is applied to 
acquire certain key longitudinal parameters of the test UAV. 
Based on the nominal trajectory navigation method, this paper introduce the 
ALIGN system, which can measure the relative position between UAV and block 
rope in real time when the landing platform is heading. The application of ALIGN 
system is represented and guide information is re-calculated in detail, including the 
position relative to the virtual landing point. The key of autolanding stage is the 
nominal trajectory design, and the angle determined from the state of equilibrium is 
discussed. At last the control law of altitude trace, velocity keep and pathway trace, 
and the analysis of flight data indicated that the positioning accuracy of ALIGN 
system is high enough and stable. 
Considering the similarity of landing on a moving platform between the process 
of a missile intercept the target, and in order to land on the platform with large 
amplitude maneuvering, the proportional navigation is modified properly and applied 
to the longitudinal control of test UAV. Avoiding drawing the noise acceleration 
signal into control loop, an open proportional navigation control law has been 















Real flight tests have been carried out to verify the feasibility of the scheme, and 
influence on the flight path of gain and trim elevator has been discussed at the end. 
The guidance and control technology of unpowered autonomous landing has 
been studied, because the power system of small UAV is relative simple and it’s 
happened to lost power more frequently. The whole flight is divided into energy 
management stage and autolanding stage according to their different guidance task. 
The main task of autolanding stage is to control the UAV landing runway safely, and 
the key is the method of nominal trajectory design. The task of energy management 
stage is to guide the UAV to the window of autolanding stage, and the elimination of 
the error of energy and position is the key. The design technique of spiral radius is 
described in detail based on the test UAV, and flight test of spiral slide phase 
indicates that the strategy is feasible. 
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